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Developments in offensi\,€\ ,,eaponstechnology ha\€to be continuallycountered
byimprovements in defensive capability, sincesuccess in battle often depends
upon which sidethe residualimbalance lies.ln particulartheabilityofairthreats
to operate at low level. and high speed, below the cover of many conventional
radars provides greatstresson airdefences)stemswhich haveto ope[ateinthis
environment ol steadily decreasing timescales from initialthreat detection to
weapon allocation and commitment.

MARDIS offe15a completq reliable, effecti\ieairdefencecommandand control
sptem in whichtheskillsofbattlecommande15are reinfo rced with powerfu ldata
processing and displayfacilitiesto providean effective force multiplier.

MARDIS isa productofcarefulevolution. Marconi Radar has participated in every
UK and NATO airdefence programme ofsignificance, as wellas in many major
projectsworldwide. MARDIS offers state o{ the-art resources and facilities, and
covers the whole range of activities which are required to establish a sound in-
service s)stem.

MARDlS, like all Marconi Radar products, is fully supported throughout its
operational life by our professional, experienced staft and comprehensive
facilities, built up over many years of successful operation as a supplier of air
defence systems throughout the world. We can provide assistance with
operationalanalysis, system design and modelling leadingtosystemdefinition,
prior to procurement. Subsequently we can provide full logistics support,
including customer training, for the service life ofthe s)6tem.

MARDIS OPERATIONAL
CAPABILITY

MARDIS, has entered operational servi.e and is earning a reputation tor high performan(e and reliability.



FEATURES
MARDIS conf igurations are available
for both static and tacticalstslems, to
support the operational role at all
element evels of the command and
control structure. Cornplete s)stems
can be supplied, or MARDIS elements
may be incorporated into slsterns with
elements manufactured by other
companies, or integrated nto existing

MARDIS provides a networked, fu ly
interoperable, air deience ground
environment. Each element is
phtsically identical, the element role
berng determined by the software
oad. Track correlation across the
system allows track continuity
throuqhout the airspace of interest.

MARDIS is flexible and lully modular
in its hardware and software. A single
workstation type cove6 all operational
roles, with the role being specified at
og on; thus changes to the rnanning
hierarchy can be rapidly achieved.

MARDI5 systems are fully supported
with services such as power and
communications. Typically s!6tems are
supplied on a turnkey basis.
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MARDIS SUPPORTS A FULL RANGE OF
OPERATIONAL FUNCTIONS
including:
Surveillance; integrates with combina,
tions of primary (2D or 3D) and secondary
sensoG and cross told sources, ftom
eitherfixed or rnoving platforms such as
AEW Aflexible interface processor allo\,!s
anytype ofsensorto be readily interfaced
to the s)Etem.

Tracking; manua and autom;tic
initiation oftrue multi-head tracks using
many sensor inputs, with correlated plot
tracking algorithms to make best use of
available data.

CrossTell; exchanges track data bet!\een
centres, as \.€llas with externalagencies.
ldentification; manual and automatic
identification, including flight plan
correlation.
Threat Assessment; defended areas
displayed (on and off line defined), all
potentialy hostile targets assessed and
prioritised. Weapons operatoB alerted to
threat data usinq multiple priority levels.

Weapon Assignment; automatic
assiqnrnent (rules on and off-line defined)
of weapons (manned interceptoB and/or
sAM) to highest threattracks for highest
kill probability.
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Mission Control; dynamic modelling
with automatic intercept calculations
including manual override and trial
intercept facilities. Full alerting to each
operator in command chain. command
instructions passed by \oice G/A, or by
digital data link to aircraft.

SAM Control; multiple tracks
simultaneously assessed, with multiple
missile modes and kill envelopes.
Automatic or manual target nomination.

Simulation; allows operational staff to
exercise lnteracti\€ly or in playback mode.
Simultaneous live and simulated data
available to enhance reaiism. Operates on
the normal operational equipment.

Recording/Playback; comprehensive
facilities allowing a recording list, oJ
signiJicant data, to be establi5hed.
Processing Ior the off-line analysis and
display oJ recorded data is provided.

Communications; a aange of NATO and
National standard digital tactical data
links is supported, together with
comprehensive \r'oice communications
which may be based on analogue or
digital sFtems.
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MARDIS elements are equipped with "universal"
workstations. The number varies according to the
customer's requirement but istypically in the range
6 to 24 workstations per MARDIS element. Each
workstation f eatu res a com prehensive man machine
interface including:

craphics Display

Tote Display

Keyshelf

voice
Communications
Keypanels

either high resolution raster,
or precision monochrome
cursive, showing radar plots,
tracks, strobes, maps and
otherdata associated with
the operational software,
minitote and operator
interaction lines.

comprehensive range of
status, operational resources
and battle management data
is available on-line. Soft key
inputs for dired and menued
seledions.

functionally grouped direct
action, colourcoded kE6et.

tailored to operational need
of each customer. can be
fully integrated, program
controlled or prewired. A
headset and footswitch (PTT)

are normally supplied.
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TECHNICAT FEATURES

Distributed processing based on
state-of-the-art 32 bit microprocessors, under

multiprocessor operating system.

Dual local area networks (LANs)

High availability through the LAN-based fail
soft architecture and automatic switchoverto

redundant (hot sta ndby) equipment in the
event of mission critical equipment failure.

Tactical data link interfaces.

High resolution raster colour displays with 48
and 71cm diagonals.

Monochrome cursive displa)6 in 40 and 56cm
diameter

La rge screen displa!/s (option)

Tra nspo rta ble s!6tems supplied in containers
conforming with l5Q NATO and British

Standards, with e']viron men tal cond rl ronrng,
lighting, primary power etc. EMP proiection

can be provided.

Maximum commonality of equipment
modules for low maintenance spares costs.
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